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In recent times, the issue of online government surveillance becamesignificant due to use of technologies by governments to monitoronline activities of its citizens. This monitoring and surveillance raisedquestions about the safeguard of basic human right of freedom ofexpression, particularly in online spaces. This research study attemptsto understand the relationships between users’ perceptions aboutonline government surveillance and freedom of expression. The datawas collected through a closed-ended questionnaire from 800students of six leading university in KPK (Pakistan). Results revealedthat the government surveillance have no effect on student's onlinefreedom of expression while using it for different purposes. Theseresults suggest that students in Pakistan do not consider governmentsurveillance as an issue for their online freedom of expression
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IntroductionOn June 6, 2013 one of the U.S.A National Security Agency employee EdwardSnowden for the first time revealed about U.S.A government secret surveillance ofgovernment official, foreign state officials and online individuals (Greenwald, MacAskill, &Poitras, 2013). No doubt it was the biggest story for the world in 2013 (Foundation, 2014).These revelations created exceptional attention around the globe on digital security andprivacy intrusions, leading to a worldwide debate on the issue (Foundation, 2014). Butmonitoring and curtailing freedom of expression (FoE) through online surveillance is notunique to USA. Many governments, often curtail FoE to silence critical voices which are notin favour of the government (Parliament, 2015). For example, Article 19 of the constitutionof Pakistan 1973 states that “every citizen shall have the right to freedom of speech andexpression and there shall be freedom of the press, subject to any reasonable restrictionsimposed by law (Pakistan, Mahmood, & Shaukat, 2006). This allows government to checkexpression of views about various topics in online spaces.In modern societies surveillance is pervasive, and in fact it is more intense than itis realized (Yılmaz, Doğru, & Bahçeci, 2017). The Internet surveillance is being used bysome of the governments to control and suppress individuals and it is considered as a most
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important problem in the way of sharing their opinion and communicating their views withothers (Yılmaz et al., 2017). The intensity of the government’s surveillance and level ofexposure to this surveillance moulds the individual’s attitude towards self-expression(Wood & Webster, 2009). It has a social cost (Rosen, 2000) and inhibiting effects onspontaneity, productivity, creativity and other psychological effects.Online surveillance refers to online activities being monitored by governmentagencies, Internet service providers, and potentially by cybercriminals (Mocan, 2018), buthistorically, the concept of surveillance is often linked with activities carried out bygovernment agencies (Lyon, 2001). In particular, it is related to the negative perceptionsthat individuals have about being monitored and scrutinized by the government (Dinev etal. (2005). Today pervasive surveillance have become significant issues for all users of theInternet everywhere, even in democratic countries the case is same (Bitso, Fourie, &Bothma, 2013; Wright & Breindl, 2013).Due to this significance of the issue, this study aim to explore the perception ofinternet users about effects of government surveillance on their freedom of expressionwhile using internet for different purposes.
Literature ReviewSome countries in the world such as China, Iran, Turkey and Pakistan have longbeen criticized due to severe control and surveillance practices on the Internet (Akgul &Kirlidog, 2015; Arsan, 2013; Chu, 2017; Köse & Özen, 2010; Liang & Lu, 2010; Taneja & Wu,2014; D. Wang & Mark, 2015; Wojcieszak & Smith, 2014; Xu, Mao, & Halderman, 2011;Yılmaz et al., 2017). A leading Pakistani English newspaper, Dawn in 2015 reported thatmass network surveillance has been taking place in Pakistan since 2005 (Dawn, 2015).When we are kept under surveillance, it limits our speech and shrinks both the size anddiversity of our ideas (Lamont, 2016).Similarly, in April 2013, Indian governmentconsumed a seventy five million dollar for “Central Monitoring System” that allowed thegovernment to have an access to all online communications and contents including onlineactivities, text messages, social media conversations and phone calls (Nandakumar, 2013).Astudy conducted by Smith, Carayon, Sanders, Lim, and LeGrande (1992) revealed thatdigitally monitored workers experienced higher levels of anxiety, depression, tension andlower levels of productivity than those who are not monitored, even when the monitoredactivities do not constitute private affairs.However, governments justify their actions by quoting national security measures,and promote online surveillance as an essential tool in monitoring unlawful behaviours(S.S. Wang & Hong, 2010). Human rights activists are worried, as the governments may abusethese powers to monitor or apprehend political critics rather than to improve nationalsecurity as planned (Kaul, 2013). Cynthia Wong, senior online scholar at Human RightsWatch, states: "The Indian government's centralized monitoring is frightening its users byits careless and irresponsible use of the surveillance and by implementation of cyber laws(Patry, 2013). The modern surveillance techniques have been introduced around the worldto target human right activists, common user, critics, and journalists (Patry, 2013)." Suchsurveillance techniques potentially violate the international human rights standards whichrelate to Freedom of Expression(Patry, 2013).
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In November 2013, PEN America published a study of over five hundred writers,which suggests that most of the writers were engaged in self-censorship due to concernsover government surveillance (Dutton, Law, Bolsover, & Dutta, 2013). Twenty eightpercent had shortened their online activities, while more than twenty percent hadintentionally avoided specific topics on phone and in their email conversations (Group,2013; Kaminski & Witnov, 2014). In 2012 survey conducted before the Snowdendisclosures also revealed noteworthy worldwide concern over online governmentsurveillance activities, with more than sixty percent of the users concerned aboutgovernment surveillance and almost seventy percent of the respondents expressed thatthey were careful about what they did or said online (Dutton et al., 2013). On the otherhand, more than half of the respondents stated that the online communication tools aresafe and secure for expressing their views (Dutton et al., 2013).The cyber law of Pakistan empowered government agency to monitor any onlinecontent that is deemed to be unlawful (Authority, 2018). A private organization InternetFreedom House in its report on FoE says that online freedom in Pakistan is confrontingmany challenges such as online surveillance, slowdown of internet speed and ban ofvarious websites ("Freedom of expression," 2014). Online surveillance is thought as amajor obstacle restricting individuals' freedom from getting information and news, hindersthe sharing of their opinions and experiences, and retards their communications withothers (Mossberger, Tolbert, & McNeal, 2008). One of the most stressed issues byparticipants was the disruption of their daily lives due to various surveillanceimplementations, especially controlling of the Internet connection by authorities (Yılmaz etal., 2017). Yılmaz et al. (2017) Claimed that some of the internet users apply variousprograms or techniques such as using VPN, changing DNS settings, entering through proxywebsites in order to overcome Internet surveillance, the majority thinks that it is a waste oftime and prefers to wait until surveillance is removed.
Material and MethodsThis study adopted cross-sectional survey research method to collect data from sixhighest ranking universities students of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa as ranked by HigherEducation Commission of Pakistan (UniRank, 2017). The total number of students enrolledat the time was 51887.Survey data were collected from 800 individuals using stratifiedsampling method. A close-ended questionnaire measuring the concepts of the study wasdistributed among the selected sample. To ensure that respondents fill the questionnaireappropriately, each questionnaire was administered separately and the respondent wasrequested to fill the questionnaire at spot so that if any problem they face during theprocess, the researcher will help them to sort it out.
Measurement of the ConceptsPurpose of internet use is one the variable in this study which includes;usinginternet for information, entertainment, education or passing time purposes. The questionhas Likert scale options for answer. The questions were answered through six responseoptions of ordinal categories, where 1 means never, 2 means rarely, 3 means sometimes, 4means frequently, 5 means very frequently and 6 means don't know.
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Another important variable is perceived Freedom of Expression if governmentmonitor their online activities. This study used five statements to measure the perceptionsof the students. It included statements such as; I would willing to express political opinionsonline if the government began surveillance of the internet, I would be able to accessindependent news and information online if the government began surveillance of theinternet activity, if the government began surveillance of the internet activity the amount ofpolitical disinformation would be reduced, if the government began surveillance of theinternet activity my electronic data would be safer and for the eradication of social evilsfrom the society the government should monitor internet activity. All the statements areprovided with ordinal measurement scale with response categories from 1 to 4. Where 1means strongly disagree, 2 means somewhat disagree, 3 means somewhat agree and 4means strongly disagree. The mean score of all these five questions are treated as the scoreof an individual's perceived FoE in of case government surveillance.
Hypothesis: It is more likely that student's use of internet for different purposes will havesignificant relationship with how they perceive their online freedom of expression ifgovernment began surveillance of internet.
Results and DiscussionMultiple regression is used to test the research hypothesis of this study. The alphalevel is .05. No multicollinearity was found between the independent variables. The resultsare presented in a single table.

Table 1
Multiple regression analysis for various purposes of internet use and effects on their

perception of online FoE if government began surveillance of the internet
Frequency of using internet for Mean SD SE ΒInformation purpose 3.80 1.07 .03 .03Entertainment purpose 3.54 1.04 .03 .11*Education purpose 3.88 1.01 .03 .08Passing time purpose 3.11 1.26 .03 .06Adjusted R2= .007F= 2.374
p= .051n=790; *p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001Multiple regression was performed to predict the effects of internet use for variouspurposes on online government surveillance and freedom of expression. F (10,772), =2.374, p= .051 shows insignificant relationship between the variables. Though the variableof using internet for entertaining purposes is significant in the model but the overalladjusted R2= .007 is very low due to which the overall model is not significant in explainingthe changes in the level of freedom of expression. The research hypothesis is notsupportedstate that: "It is more likely that student's use of internet for different purposeswill have significant relationship with how they perceive their online freedom ofexpression if government began surveillance of the internet".
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Previous literature mostly reported negative relationship between governmentsurveillance of internet and perceived online freedom of expression (FoE). Like Yılmaz et al.(2017)reported that government surveillance of internet is perceived as a major obstaclerestricting individuals' freedom of getting information and news, sharing their opinionsand experiences and communicating with others. Another study by King, Richardson, andNash (2015) indicated conflicting feelings regarding internet surveillance. They reportedthat strong majority said they did not believe they would be able to access independentnews and information online, also they disagree that their electronic data would be safer,but they on the other hand believe that surveillance of online activity would help to reducethe amount of political disinformation. However, the current study finding revealed noeffects of government surveillance on FoE. The possible reasons for the differences in thefindings of the current study and the previous studies could be due to the definition andlimits of FoE among the people of the societies in which these studies were conducted andthe methods and manners in which governments monitor internet activities in theirrespective countries. For example the countries with week democracies, government maybe more harsh and insensitive towards the fundamental rights of its people compared tothe countries where governments are more accountable to the public. Another possiblereason is the religious and cultural factor. In many liberal societies, topics like religion, sex,and criticism of major institutions may not be considered as problem by the general public,hence, any kind of limitation on expression of views regarding these topics will beconsidered as reduction in the limit of FoE. But in countries like Pakistan, contrary to thebelieves of liberal schools of thoughts inside and outside the country, the generalpopulation consider it necessary to have limitation on the topics of religion, sex and certainsacred institutions like army and judiciary. In such societies if the government implementsuch laws which aim at limiting FoE regarding to these topics may be a matter of concernfor the human right activists but not for the general population. It is analysed that whethersurveillance of government on internet have any effect on student's online FoE. Multipleregression showed that the government surveillance have no effect on student's online FoE.The respondents used online platforms for information, entertainment, education andpassing time purposes without perceiving the threat of government surveillance.
Policy implications and research suggestionsFrom the knowledge gained through this study, hopefully more effective policiesand programs can be introduced to educate internet user about FoE while online. It wouldbe ineffective to attempt to develop prevention programs that encouraged adolescence todecrease their use of the Internet. Use of the Internet is often vital for educational,information, entertainment purposes, and many young people use the Internet to socializeand connect with others, rather than encouraging adolescence to discontinue socializing onthe Internet. It would be more effective to educate adolescence on the threats presentonline so they are aware of the potential for victimization. There is a need for morediscussion and education about Internet rights, surveillance, privacy, and other issuescommonly addressed in Internet law. For future researchers, it is suggested that instead ofrelying on measuring perceptions of the victims, future research should focus on measuringthe effects directly through recording the instances where online government surveillancehave affected people's online FoE. In order to establish causal relationship between variousindependent variables used in this study, it is suggested that future researchers shouldadopt longitudinal methods of research. As this study was limited to few universities of
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Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province of Pakistan, studies with same variables can be carried outin other areas of the country. There is a sufficient opportunities for future study in thisarea. Surveying a wider age range of young people, also those in different geographicalareas, would add to the knowledge base. Particularly, study about younger generationstudying in schools and colleges could add new information in our knowledge of thephenomenon that how this age group is impacted by government surveillance.
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